
Music RPM Positioning Intensity/RPE Time Cueing Mind/Body

1 Move like you stole 
it

easy warmup check in with body, relax 
shoulders, tune in to legs

2 Let the Groove get 
in- Justin 
Timberlake

65-70 start seated 
and head up 
to 3rd when it 
gets hard

easy
moderate
hard
very hard

:00-1:25
1:26-3:30
3:30-6:00
6:00-7:00

Going through all 4 
levels. Remember 
what they feel like, 
so you can hit 
during our interval 
work

easy- easy! You could go 
forever 
moderate- still comfortable, 
you could carry on a 
coversation hard- getting 
uncomfortable, legs starting 
to burn, difficult to speak 
very hard- uncomfortable, no 
words

3 My Body- Young The 
Giant

65-80 seated flat
seated
3rd
seated

moderate
hard
hard
hard

in between intervals
1:00-1:29
1:59-2:29
3:30-4:02

3- 30 second 
intervals / Bursts of 
speed & power

we are surging to pass the 
riders ahead of us. Do you 
have what it takes to get to 
the front?

4 Let's Go Crazy - 
Prince

80-90 seated flat easy
very hard

10 sec
20 sec
start @ 1:02

60 seconds to 
recover, then 
Tabatas- 6 rounds

Work hard for the upcoming 
flat road. Earn it.

5 Wild Night 75-80 rider's choice easy 3:34 recover, posture 
break

sweet relief! You earned it. 
Nice easy flat on your favorite 
road.

6 Thunderstruck - 
ACDC

65-75 start seated 
and head up 
to 3rd when it 
gets hard

easy
moderate
hard
very hard

:30
:30-2:43
2:43-3:43
3:43 - end

hit each zone over 
the next 5 minutes!

strong and steady up this hill. 
Keep your cadence as you add 
resistance

7 Don't - Ed Sheeran 60-70 standing hill 
w jumps

moderate Start in 3rd 
position. 4ct jumps 
from 2nd to 3rd on 
chorus

We've reached the top of the 
hill, now we're coming down a 
notch and staying there.

8 Ritmo de Locos - 
Drumm Boys

70-85 seated flat easy
hard
easy

hard

in between intervals
:43 - 2:09*
*10 second break 
around 1:30
2:31-:3:07

longer intervals. 
Hard, but not 
breathless

adding speed and resistance 
for these longer intervals. 
Listen to the beat, when they 
kick it in to high gear, so do 
we. 

9 Gold Gun Girls - 
Metric

90 seated flat easy
very hard
easy

start at 1:00
20sec
10sec

Keep RPMs under 
100. Push yourself 
to breathless.

Last working song, give it all 
you've got! 6 Rounds

10
11

Good Day- Nappy 
Roots/Little Bit O' 
Soul- The Music 
Explosion

easy cooldown & stretch we made it! Time to reconnect 
& thank our bodies for all the 
hard work.




